
Children need to be challenged and pushed , not to the point where
they give up but to the point where they think, “Wow, look at me go !”

Independent learning: Our focus at NMS is to encourage and

motivate all students to gain mastery over every aspect of

learning whether it be knowledge and understanding in class,

showcasing their talent or leadership qualities. We take the

initiative to provide a stimulus to our students wherein they

carry forward their learning , decision making, risk taking ,

enhancing their creative ability, does helping in their overall development.

NMS X Factor: As the clock strike's 1.30 students rush

to our magnificent canteen hall wherein the stage

awaits to unveil the hidden talents of our shinning stars.

The students perform and gain fame and popularity. They

vote for the best talent and the winners are declared .

Genius Hour - Artic Express: Students this week

amazed us with their innovative and artistic sketches.

Their ideas of a 3d ship or tanker is unique in its way.

Awaiting the live presentation of these idiosyncratic

inventions.

Artist of the week: Have a look at the art of our young artist

Harsh Srivastav. He was awarded a happy go home note for his

Creativity. Veer,Vivan,Sanoja and Hridha were given a

happy go home note for active participation and creative ability.

Drama: is an interactive learning medium offered to all

our students .It provides them opportunities to become

confident, face a crowd without hesitation, enact, display

their individuality and also personify expressions at its

optimum.

Leadership traits: The students got a wonderful chance 

of exercising their right to vote and also to elect themselves

for different posts. Through this students played an 

instrumental role in selecting their leader for the betterment 

and enrichment of our school.
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